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About the Play
Welcome to Ephesus, a mystical land filled with captivating sights
and curious people! In this Ephesus, there is no room for people from
Syracuse (and the feeling is mutual—in Syracuse, they cannot spare
any room for us Ephesians!) And guess who washed up on the shore
of Ephesus today: a Syracusian! The penalty for trespassing on
enemy territory is death, and unless the man from Syracuse can
come up with a large sum of money within just five hours, he will be
executed. Who is this unlucky guy and why is he here?
His name is Aegeon. Years earlier, he and his wife, Aemelia, became
the proud parents of twin sons, both of whom they named
Antipholus. As if one set of twins was not enough, both sons acquired
servants who are also identical twins (what are the odds?). The
servant twins also share the same name: Dromio. When the family
falls victim to a shipwreck, the parents are separated: Aegeon goes
one way (with one Antipholus and Dromio) and Aemelia goes another
way (with the other Antipholus and the other Dromio). After many
years, Antipholus of Syracuse (the one raised by his father, Aegeon)
sets out to find his long lost brother and mother, bringing along his
trusty sidekick Dromio. Worried sick when Antipholus and Dromio
don’t return to Syracuse after several years, Aegeon ends up in
Ephesus looking for them. Little does he know that the other
Antipholus and Dromio already reside there! That’s right—that leaves
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two unsuspecting sets of identical twins with the same names
running around Ephesus… what could possibly go wrong?
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About the Production
Jack Young, director of Comedy of Errors, is no
stranger to Shakespeare; he has directed over
thirty of
American

Shakespeare's plays. The Society of
Fight

Directors,

organization that works
battling

skills

while

to

a

renowned

improve

emphasizing

stage
safety,

recognizes Young as a Certified Teacher and Fight Director. His
expertise in choreographed violence masterfully complements the
comedic violence Comedy of Errors exhibits.
When asked why and how he became interested in theatre, Young
responded, “I was the 7th Ant (that went to Heaven) in the
kindergarten school show, and then the broom in the Halloween
show in third grade. The real stuff started in high school. Our theatre
group earned money to put on our shows by serving as the technical
crew for a local ballet company. I was the stage manager and handled
load-ins in large theatres (seeds to be a director planted there)––then
I acted in the shows we did at school.” Jack continued his training
as an actor, and he also took up designing lights and coaching stage
violence. He later stated, “Directing came along when there were
shows that needed to be done and no one else to do them.” When you
see the physical comedy our outdoor summer production has to offer,
it will come as no surprise that Young lists among his favorite
comedies Spongebob, I Love Lucy, Clueless, Young Frankenstein,
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Philadelphia Story, Bringing Up Baby, The Court Jester, and The
Taming of the Shrew (particularly the production directed by William
Ball). When AST decided to take a family-oriented approach to The
Comedy of Errors, Young encouraged the production team to take
inspiration from Pixar: “Pixar has made its brand with doing heartcentered work that appeals across ages and cultures--that's what I
hope we can do.” Young also hopes to “emphasize [that] theatre is the
ultimate liberal art, and needs all the open minds, generous hearts,
and optimistic courage that we––artists and audiences––can bring to
it.” This accomplished director beautifully creates art out of written
masterpieces. His expertise coincides with the acting company’s
talented performances. It is no wonder why Young’s favorite line of
The Comedy of Errors is, "let's go hand in hand––not one before the
other."
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About the Playwright
Few records remain of William Shakespeare’s
life. We know the day he was baptized, April 26,
1564 (and scholars presume he was born 3 days
prior, on April 23).1 William’s parents were Mary
Arden and John Shakespeare, a glover who
grew his wealth in business and eventually held
positions of local office in Stratford-upon-Avon. The Shakespeare
family’s social position most likely meant that as a young boy,
William attended grammar school.
In 1582, Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway, who was already
expecting their firstborn child. Three years later, she became
pregnant again—this time with twins! Sadly, his only son, Hamnet,
died at the age of 11. Shakespeare’s profession in theatre caused him
to move to London, leaving his family behind in Stratford.
Once in London, Shakespeare developed his career and became a
renowned actor, playwright, and shareholder in his acting company,
the Lord Chamberlain’s Men. In total, Shakespeare created at least
thirty-eight surviving plays. As time restlessly passes on, the
sustaining power of Shakespeare’s works endures all.

1

https://www.folger.edu/shakespeares-life
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Historical Context
The Mediterranean
The Comedy of Errors deals with distinct locations of the
Mediterranean: Ephesus and Syracuse. Ancient Greek Ephesus is
located in modern-day western Turkey and Syracuse is Sicily, Italy.
To exemplify the relations of the setting, the names Aegeon and
Adriana echo bodies of water located in the Mediterranean.
Shakespeare offers some insight to Elizabethan views of the
Mediterranean as he describes Ephesus and the characters who
reside there.
Shakespeare alludes to England’s relationship to Turkey and the
Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Empire, during this time, was seen
as an infectious force that could not be contained, initializing a threat
to England. Shakespeare, with the use of imagery, forms this Empire
in the character Nell, as Dromio of Syracuse describes her (3.2.80146).
Description of Nell
• (3.2.86)..she would have me as a beast: not not that, I being a
beast, she would
have me; but that
she, being a very
beastly
creature,
Shakespeare’s description of Nell paints the
lays claim to me.
picture of a rather distasteful and powerful
personality. Some scholars believe this reflects
• (3.2.113-115)
No
Elizabethan English views of the Ottoman
longer from head to
Empire.
foot than hip to hip:
she is spherical,
like a globe; I could
find out countries
in her.
• (3.2.119-138) Dromio describes the globe on Nell’s body
referring to places provided below to emphasize Shakespeare’s
perception of Ottoman power.
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Magic
Shakespeare’s Errors does not
contain

any

magic

itself;

however, magic is mentioned on
numerous occasions. Although
most Elizabethans would not
have had the opportunity to visit
Ephesus, according to Monica O’Neil, many (including Shakespeare)
were

aware

of

its

culture:

“Shakespeare’s

audience

would

immediately connect the home of the great temple of Artemis with
witchcraft, both ancient and contemporary, and expect it to factor
largely into the play” (57). Shakespeare refers to Elizabethan
concerns about magic through Antipholus of Syracuse:
They say this town is full of cozenage: As, nimble jugglers that
deceive the eye, Dark-working sorcerers that change the mind,
Soul-killing witches that deform the body, Disguised cheaters,
prating mountebanks, And many suchlike liberties of Sin (1.2.97102).
Avoid then, fiend! What tell’st thou me of supping? Thou art, as
you are all, a sorceress. I conjure thee to leave me and be gone
(4.3.63-66).
Generally speaking, Elizabethans feared the practice of magic and it
had been, “rejected and persecuted

because its practitioners

summoned spirits and daemons to do their worldly bidding and made
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little attempt to reconcile their beliefs
within a Christian framework” (O’Neil
60). However, philosophers during
this era used magic to their benefit. A
Catholic priest named Ficino, for
example, believed in the use of magic
to become closer to God and receive
power himself. Those who did not
follow Ficino, or philosophers like
him, became even more fearful of
such abilities. Magical practices were
kept fairly quiet due to the Protestant
Reformation in England that suppressed their growth. This left the
majority of Elizabethans to perceive magic as frightening, sinful, and
unlawful.
Even so, some practiced magic was tolerated during this time; for
example, magician John Dee became of use to Elizabeth. Dee is
credited with the creation of the “magic ball” and formed portals to
converse with angels. Although some thought his work to be
advantageous and glorious for life on Earth, others viewed it as a
hazard as he could be talking to disguised evil spirits instead (O’Neil
71). Although the Queen did permit Dee’s magical studies, soon after
her death James VI took a more rigid stance against all magical
practice.
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Wordplay
Shakespeare’s plays are full of metaphors, alliteration, irony, and
wordplay. A particular favorite of Shakespeare’s when it comes to
literary devices was double entendre—words or phrases that hold
more than one meaning. Such words with double meanings could
showcase humor and wit, and also sometimes foreshadow events or
emphasize important themes. Wordplay during Shakespeare’s day
was an extremely popular form of entertainment. To see some
examples of from The Comedy of Errors, take a look below!

Dromio of Ephesus is making an aggressive
sexual joke here; Luce tops the joke by
insinuating that Dromio’s sexuality is
invisible or ineffective (or both!)

Dromio of Ephesus:
Have at you with a proverb: Shall
I set in my staff?
Luce:
Have at you with another:
that’s—When? Can you tell?

Dromio of Ephesus:
A man may break a word with
you, sir, and words are but
wind:
Ay, and break it in your face,
so he break it not behind.

Dromio of Ephesus is making a fart
joke to humiliate Dromio of Syracuse,
who is inside his master’s house.
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Production History
 First Recorded Performance
➢ December 28, 1594
➢ London’s Gray’s Inn
➢ The Lord Chamberlain’s Men2
 Victorian Revival
➢ Produced and Performed in 1864
➢ Princess’s Theatre in London
➢ Irish Twins Charles and Henry
Webb starred as Antipholi
 20th-Century Staging
➢ The Boys from Syracuse
▪ Hit New York Musical Adaptation
▪ Richard Roberts and Lorenz Hart
▪ Produced and Performed in 1938
▪ Later Filmed in 1940
➢ Shakespeare’s Globe Production
■ Produced and Performed in 1999
■ Directed by Kathryn Hunter
■ Single actors used to perform both Antipholi and
Dromios

2

Changed to The King’s Men in 1603.
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Pinch & Merchant 2

Merchant 1

Creating the Look
How did you become interested in
becoming a costume designer?
My parents do community theater, so
theater was a big part of my upbringing.
Like many designers, I started as an
actor, but I always had an interest in
fashion and costumes. We interact with
clothing on a daily basis as a form of
expression
and
communication.
Costume Designer,
Costume design is a way to use clothing to
create characters and help tell stories on
Amanda Vander Byl
stage. I worked in the costume shop and
on wardrobe crew in undergrad. After graduating with a theater
degree, I continued working part time in costume shops, wardrobing,
and doing some design work one the side until I finally decided to go
to grad school to become a full time costume designer. Now I'm here
and I can't imagine doing anything else!
When you were offered the job as The Comedy of Error's costume
designer, and how did you begin designing?
First, I read the script. You have to be familiar with the story and
with the characters before you begin anything. Then the design
process becomes a collaborative one. At the first design meeting,
Jack, the director, said that he wanted to approach this production
as if Pixar were producing it. To me, that meant bright colors and lots
of patterns to make it fun, lively, and cartoon-like. We decided not to
choose a specific time or place, which can be challenging since
costumes are typically indicative of time period. Since it takes place
in a harbor town, I researched clothing in coastal towns. Using my
research, I created a design that I hope feels cohesive and
communicates who the characters are. I would say that these
costumes are ambiguously modern with Mediterranean inspiration.
How do you prepare for meetings and what do you bring?
I bring ideas and images for the director and other designers to
respond to. In early meetings that means collages of research images
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and some sketches. Then the team has the chance
to say "I am really drawn to this image," or, "I don't
think this one is the right direction." To show the
final designs, I create a full color costume rendering
depicting what the actual costume will look like in
the end.
Where did you buy, or plan to buy, your fabrics
and costume materials?
I purchased some of the fabrics in Chicago, where I
live. I ordered other fabrics online. I was able to pull
many items from the costume stock here. The rest
has been purchased in thrift stores, regular retail
stores, and online.
How do you make your budget and what
should you consider while making your
budget?
You have to consider where the costumes are
coming from and how many costumes there are
in total. I start by making a piece list that lists
every item of clothing that is needed to
complete the design including shoes and
accessories. Then I consider whether each item
will be built, purchased, or pulled from
costume stock. Pulling from stock is free.
Building costumes from scratch costs the price
of materials. Once I have an idea of what needs
to be purchased, I source the items to get an
idea of what they will cost and what I can afford
to spend more money on. Like any budget, it's a matter of dividing
the available money into portions in order cover anticipated costs.
And you always want to leave a little wiggle room for unexpected
additions.
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Are there any particular colors
that have certain effects on
stage?
Color is definitely a great
communication tool on stage. If
everyone on stage is wearing
black and a woman in a red
dress arrives, the audience is
sure to know that she is the one
they should pay attention to.
You can also use color as a way
to link characters together. This
is commonly used in Romeo and Juliet to distinguish the Montagues
from the Capulets. In my design, I am using color mostly as a way to
set the mood. Fun, bright colors add to the kooky characters and
silliness on stage. One collaborative design choice between Nick, the
set designer, and myself was to have the set be muted watercolor
tones, while the costumes are bold, loud colors. This way, the
characters pop off the stage.
Do you have any advice or techniques for making a large number
of costumes in a limited amount of time?
You definitely have to prioritize and come in with a game plan. If it's
a built costume, it will require time to make from scratch. I chose my
builds carefully for this production knowing that it's a fast process.
The most important
thing is that everyone
has
something
to
wear, so you can't
spend all your time
focusing on a small
detail when someone
doesn't have pants.
Do you test out
ideas? If so how?
I
test
ideas
out
through the design process. Sometimes I'll sketch multiple options
for a character and then decide what works best within the overall
design.
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How do you suit the costumes fit for the
physical activity or specific movement they
will be used for?
Movement is a consideration during the design
process. Early on, Jack told me that the Dromios
and Antipholi were going to be very physical, so I
made sure to avoid restrictive clothing and I made
sure to give them shoes that would allow for
movement. Then, during fittings, I'll ask the actor
if they can move the way need to on stage and
adjust the costume accordingly.
What is a durable base fabric and what is a fabric to avoid?
For this production, I am trying to avoid synthetic or heavy fabrics
like polyester or wool. The performers will be acting outside in the
summer heat and they have quite a bite of physical movement.
Because of this, I looked for lightweight, breathable fabrics, like linen
and cotton.
So far, which costume has been your
favorite costume to design?
The Courtesan has been fun! She's very
sassy and her skirt will have great
movement on stage.
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Setting the Scene

1

Inspired Theme

First Sketch

2

Final Layout

3
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Before the Play
It is not necessary to read a play before viewing the production;
however, it may be even more enjoyable after reading a synopsis or
the play itself. Reading The Comedy of Errors beforehand provides an
opportunity to have a sense of what the characters may be like and
the story line of the play. It also allows a better awareness of
Shakespeare’s comedic style, which is full of puns and jokes, before
the performance.
Another great text to review before the play is Roman playwright
Plautus’ Menaechmi. Shakespeare’s inspiration for The Comedy of
Errors can be traced to multiple distinguished plays, one of which is
Menaechmi. Menaechmi is the story of a set of twins separated during
youth. Reading this text allows the audience to further connect with
Shakespeare’s plot of The Comedy of Errors.

Take the Quiz: WHO ARE YOU IN COMEDY?
1. WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO SPEND TIME WITH YOUR FAMILY?
a. Having a nice dinner together
b. Going out for an afternoon stroll
c. Traveling to a far off place
d. Playing tricks on each other
e. Any time together is time well spent
2. WHICH WORD BEST DESCRIBES YOU?
a. Independent
b. Loving
c. Inquisitive
d. Snarky
e. Dedicated
3. YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE GENRE IS:
a. Drama
b. Romantic Comedy
c. Adventure
d. Comedy
e. Family
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4. THE MOST IMPORTANT QUALITY YOU LOOK FOR IN A FRIEND IS:
a. Honesty
b. Loyalty
c. Curiosity
d. Humor
e. Compassion
5. WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE TYPE OF WEATHER?
a. Partly cloudy and a little gray
b. Clear skies and sunshine
c. Thunderstorms
d. Snow e. Don’t care as long as it’s warm
6. YOUR FAVORITE HASHTAG IS:
a. #YesAllWomen
d. #Summer
c. #TFW
d. #FollowMe
e. #TBT
7. IF YOU COULD TRAVEL TO ANY CITY IN THE WORLD, YOU WOULD GO TO:
a. Buenos Aires
b. Marrakesh
c. Bangkok
d. Berlin
e. Not too far away! I like where I live.
8. YOU WOULD DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE AS:
a. Trendy
b. Classic
c. Professional
d. Bold
e. Comfortable
9. YOU AND YOUR BEST FRIEND GET IN A FIGHT. WHAT DO YOU DO TO FIX IT?
a. Yell at them
b. Sit them down to calmly talk things out
c. Apologize ten times and let out all your feelings
d. Make them laugh
IF YOU ANSWERED MOSTLY:
e. Go to the ends of the earth and back to make things right
10. THE BEST WAY TO SPEND YOUR BIRTHDAY IS:3
a. You are ADRIANA
a. Shopping spree at my favorite store
b. You are LUCIANA
b. Relaxing at home with a cup of tea
c. Traveling to somewhere I’ve never been before
c. You are ANTIPHOLUS OF SYRACUSE
d. Renting a bouncy house for the entire day
e. Spending time with my family
d. You are ONE OF THE DROMIOS

e. You are EGEON
3

Quiz Provided By Classic Stage Company 2017
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After the Play: Write Your Own Review
A Review of THE COMEDY OF ERRORS at Arkansas Shakespeare Theatre HEADLINE
(A short, catchy title to grab the viewer’s eye)
A REVIEW WRITTEN BY (Your Name)
OPENER (Tell us what play you saw and where, and briefly summarize what it was
about)

TELL US MORE ABOUT IT (Did you enjoy the actors’ performances? Were there
any that stood out? Why? How did the set and costumes contribute? What did
you notice about the lighting and the music/sound? Did these design elements
enhance the mood of the play and help you to better understand the characters
and story?)
ACTING:
COSTUMES/SET:
LIGHTING/MUSIC/SOUND:
FINAL VERDICT (Would you recommend this play to your friends? Sum up your
opinion on the play in one or two sentences.):
STAR RATING (On a scale of one to five stars, how many would you give this
production-Circle Your Answer!)
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